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What’s New at MFC... 

Daniel Alcocer, Micah
Rodler, and Myles
Corcoran attended the

meeting of Western Construction
Consultants Association
(Westcon) on September 18, 2013.
Phil Dregger, P.E., of Technical
Roof Service, spoke about
“Rooftop Solar PV - Observations
in the Wake of Hurricane Sandy”
and shared important details
about shielding in high wind, as
well as the potential fire hazards
of rooftop solar installations.

Quote of the Day 

“Humor is mankind’s greatest
blessing.”

~ Mark Twain

-

What’s Wrong in this
Photo? 

Wisdom Corner 

Appellate Court “Options” SB800
by:  Ken Gorman, Esq.

By now nearly everyone in the
construction trades is aware of
California’s “Right to Repair Act”
otherwise known as “SB800”
which is enacted in Civil Code
Section 896 et seq., and became
effective January 1, 2003. 
Enacted after a few years of
wrangling between big developers
and plaintiffs’ lawyers, the
statute contains compromises on
a number of issues that sought to
minimize litigation in
construction defects.  

~Continued on page 2

Tip of the Day

What’s the Big Deal About
New Movers? 

By: Darren Slaughter 
 
1. New movers typically represent
about 25%-35% of your local
market.
2. New movers, on average, spend
more on their homes in the first 5
months than they do over the
next 5 years.
3. New movers are influenced
most by your advertising.

~Continued on page 4
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While hailed by many as ushering in
a new era of decreased litigation and
cost savings, thus far the law has not
significantly reduced the amount of
litigation, but certainly has the
potential to.  However, a new
decision in the case of Liberty
Mutual Insurance Co. v. Brookfield
Crystal Cove from the 4th District
Court of Appeal has thrown the
statute’s effect into question by
ruling, in essence, that it is optional. 
First, some background. The law
provides that for all single family
homes sold on or after January 1,
2003, before a lawsuit can be filed,
the homeowner(s) must provide the
builder/contractor/developer with a
notice of listed deficiencies.  Then in
a series of time-mandated events,
the builders and owners attempt to
reach a resolution, which can include
repairs or cash.  If those efforts are
unsuccessful, the homeowners can
proceed to a lawsuit.  

There are far-less defined procedures
for bringing subcontractors and
material suppliers into these pre-
litigation settlement efforts, largely,
because the subs and material
suppliers were pretty much kept out
of the negotiations for the bill. 
Allegedly, insurance companies were
invited but did not participate, which
some might think was a good thing,
but which ended up having some dire
consequences.  

One key part of the law was to reach
a compromise over the perceived
problems created by a 2000 Supreme
Court decision called Aas.  Aas ruled
that a homeowner was not entitled to
“tort” (negligence) compensation
from contractors/subs unless the
defects resulted in physical damage
to the structure or its components.

So even if the building leaked like a
sieve, if the wood wasn’t rotting,
there was no money available to the
homeowners, who would then be put
in the curious position of hoping
their house rotted before the ten year
statute of limitations lapsed. The
Right to Repair Act seeks to
eliminate the uncertainty and
unfairness created by that, by
legislating that identified
“performance deficiencies” as listed
in Civil Code Section 896 constitute
compensable “damages” whether or
not they actually cause physical
damage.  Thus, for example, if water
got beyond windows, or the weather
resistive barriers, the homeowner
could recover the cost of repair from
the “builders” even if there was no
physical damage. Similar itemized
descriptions were made for all of the
major components of single family
homes, from landscaping to
foundations, electrical, plumbing,
HVAC and interior work.  

The law also provided for statutes of
limitation of less than ten years for
several items such as electrical,
landscaping, paint and interior
finishes.  The ten year statute
remains for many latent defects. 

For the last ten years, the consensus
(assumption?) among courts,
attorneys, insurers and experts has
been that SB800 scheme has
completely supplanted the
traditional construction defect causes
of action, claims, defenses and
statute of limitations. Many
complaints only list the failure to
conform to the CC 896 standards as
a cause of action and then identify
the specific failures.  Instead of
having disputes as to whether or not
a certain condition was causing
damage and whether subs, Gen. Ctr.
and architect met the standard of
care and/or codes, the issue is only
whether or not a component(s) met
the performance expectations.

~Continued on page 3
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There were few reported cases
interpreting the law, and those were
limited to procedural issues. 

However, in Liberty Mutual vs.
Brookfield the Court found that
SB800 essentially was optional and
that plaintiffs may choose to sue for
traditional construction defect
remedies and/or the performance
standards.  

The facts of the case are atypical. 
Brookfield built a home in 2008 that
was damaged when a fire sprinkler
pipe burst in 2008.  Brookfield fixed
the house and Liberty Mutual paid
for the homeowner’s relocation
expenses.  In 2011 Liberty Mutual
sued Brookfield for reimbursement of
those expenses (called subrogation). 
Brookfield “demurred” to Liberty
Mutual’s complaint on the grounds
that the Right to Repair Act provided
the exclusive remedy and plumbing
has a 4 year statute of limitation
under that law. The claim was
barred.  The trial court agreed and
entered judgment for Brookfield.

The Court of Appeal reversed the
decision, finding that the owners
potentially had claims under both
SB800 and common law, because the
legislative history and plain
language of SB800 showed no intent
to abrogate existing construction
defect remedies, particularly where
actual damage occurred.  This means
that plaintiffs can now recover under
the 10 year statute of limitations and
tort causes of action when there is
actual physical damage to the home
or its components, and/or the
failure to meet the “performance
standards” of SB800. 

This doubles the options for
plaintiffs, doubles the potential
exposure of builders, general
contractors, subs and suppliers. 
They have lost the protections of the
statute of limitations of SB800, and
lost the restrictions of the
performance standards, but are still
liable for the cost of repairing
anything that violates those
standards as well as liability for
defects causing physical damage. 

Other than the announced intent to
appeal the decision, there hasn’t
been enough time for reaction from
the construction defects community
at large other than to note the
potential benefits for plaintiffs and
boon to defense lawyers.  The “coffee
break” talk is that the big developers
and the industry people involved in
negotiations legislation wouldn’t
have bothered if the law was just
going to expand the definition of
damages for plaintiffs and increase
the exposure to everyone involved in
the construction. 

Because the decision comes from the
4th District in Southern California, it
is technically not binding on the trial
courts in the Bay Area, which is
under the jurisdiction of the 1st

District Court of Appeal (Marin, San
Francisco, and San Mateo) or the 6th

District (Santa Cruz, San Benito,
Santa Clara, and Monterey). 
However, trial courts can look at that
opinion as “persuasive” authority as
long as it remains “good law.”

The Supreme Court has several
options: accept the appeal and
reverse it; accept the appeal and
confirm it; decline to accept the
appeal, which would have the affect
of confirming it, or; order the case
“depublished”, which means that it
would stay in effect for that case, but
not be citable as precedent in any
other case. 

~Continued on page 4
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There’s no immediate effect on
construction practices as everyone
should be building for SB800
performance standards anyway.  The
implication is far more significant for
litigation.  There is likely to increase
costs of experts and attorney fees and
cause longer litigation.  
To sum up, for now:  Build well - use
the SB800 Guidelines (see link below)
as basic general guidelines. If you are
participating in a legal dispute over a
single family dwelling first occupied
after 1/1/2003, save this article and
be aware - the liability picture has
changed.

http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/01-
02/bill/sen/sb_0751-
0800/sb_800_bill_20020920_chaptere
d.html"

Thank you to Ken Gorman for
contributing this article.  Ken has
been an Attorney in this area for over
30 years and specializes in
construction law as well as other
practices for Johnson Moncrief. &
Hart.  Contact Ken at:

Ken Gorman, Esq.
16 W Gabilan St,  
Salinas, CA 93901
ken@johnsonmoncrief.com
www.johnsonmoncrief.com
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4. New movers have no idea who you
are, how long you have been in
business, or how many people you
have worked for over your 40 years in
business. In other words, you mean
nothing to them, so the “everyone
knows me” excuse to not marketing
falls on its ass right about now.
5. You need new movers to replace
your past customers who moved out
of the area in the previous year. If
you took a sampling within the first 8
months, 100 new movers will
purchase:

Electrician 30% of the time
A new fence 18% of the time

Masonry services 15% of the time
Plumber 28% of the time

And I am not talking chump change
here. On average, those same 100
new movers will spend:

72% - Between $10-$25k
14% - Between $25k-$40k

  6%  - Will spend over $40k

Now, there are only a few ways to
attract their business, and you need
to have a consistent marketing
program in place to make sure you
are hitting each new batch of new
movers as they migrate into your
area each month.

1. Direct Mail - Buy a list from
InfoUSA.
 
2. Social Media - You won't hit them
directly, but you will hit them
indirectly through their relationships
with past clients or customers. 

~Continued on page 5
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3. Your website - 90% of the time, the
decision to purchase comes on the
very website of the company to be
hired. If yours stinks, or worse, you
don't have one, guess what?  No sale
for you!

MFC appreciates Darren Slaughter
submitting this article on the
importance of reaching out to these
“New Movers”.  MFC I/C Micah
Rodler just moved and proved the
validity of  this data.

Darren Slaughter is President &
CEO of DarrenSlaughter dot Com, a
boutique digital agency that focuses
on website design and social media
management to the home
improvement space. Darren spent 15
years developing marketing and
advertising strategies for home
improvement contractors before
building DarrenSlaughter.com into a
full-service web design and social
media agency in 2005.

Contact: 
Tel: 215.740.2713 
www.DarrenSlaughter.com

About MFC News

MFC News is the e-zine published 
quarterly by the Editorial team at 

MFC Construction Consulting, Inc. It 
is circulated to our colleagues in the 

construction and construction-related 
fields. 

Please help us make this a 
“Construction Community” endeavor 

by sending us your feedback, 
comments, wisdom, and ideas for 

future issues. Call 831-476-4502 or 
email us at: mfcnews@mfcbuild.com.

-

Myles F. Corcoran 
Construction Consulting, Inc.

(MFC) 
200 Seventh Avenue, Suite 230 
Santa Cruz, California 95062 

-

Special Note:
As we went to press on this

edition, we were interrupted to
walk to the ocean to watch the
Humback Whales breaching off

Twin Lakes Beach.  
   

         


